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two decades after the negotiated peace accord and amnesty law that ended the civil forms of justice after
evil: argentina, uruguay, south africa - collective memory of a traumatic past. these are the
characteristics of the issue we will address in this article. in the comparison of the three experiences of justice
during the founding of new democracies, we will follow an analytical order, which we consider more fitting than
a chronological one. argentina . the form of justice – the type of human bond – that was established in ...
carleton university department of law course outline - justice, responsibility, and reconciliation. in this
course, we will focus on criminal trials and related in this course, we will focus on criminal trials and related
proceedings. anti-slavery movement a lecture, frederick douglass, 1855 ... - the provocations of
amnesty memory, justice, and impunity, erik doxtader, charles villa-vicencio, jan 1, 2003, amnesty, 331 pages.
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